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Abstract.
We demonstrate that many undesired telephony feature interactions are also

shared-control mode confusions. A mode confusion occurs when the observed be-
haviour of a technical system is out of sync with the behaviour of the user’s mental
model of it. Several measures for preventing mode confusions are known in the lit-
erature on human-computer interaction. We show that these measures can be applied
to this kind of feature interaction. We sketch several more measures for the telephony
domain.

1 Introduction

Automation surprises are ubiquitous in today’s highly engineered world. We are confronted
with mode confusionsin many everyday situations: When our cordless phone rings while it
is located in its cradle, we establish the line by just lifting the handset — and inadvertently
cut it when we press the hook toggle button as usual with the intention to start speaking.
We get annoyed if we once again overwrite some text in the word processor because we had
hit the “Ins”-key before (and thereby left the insert mode!) without noticing. The American
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) considers mode confusion to be a significant safety
concern in modern aircraft. For instance, consider the crash of an Airbus A320 near Stras-
bourg, France, in 1992 [1]. Probably due to heavy workload because of a last-minute path
correction demanded by the air traffic controller, the pilots confused the “vertical speed” and
the “flight path angle” modes of descent. As a result, the Air Inter machine descended far too
steeply, crashed, and 87 people were killed.

Many safety-critical systems today are so-called embedded shared-control systems. These
are interdependently controlled by an automation component and a user. Examples are mod-
ern aircraft and automobiles.

In telephony, call control is shared between users and many modern telephony features.
Some examples are call screening, call forwarding, voice mail, and credit card calling. Multi-
party features such as three-way calling let all users involved share call control to some extent.
In contrast to many shared-control systems, telephones usually are not immediately safety-
critical. Nonetheless, users expect a comparably high reliability which must not be impaired
by undesired feature interaction.

Feature interaction occurs when one feature modifies or subverts the operation of another
one. The above mode confusion example of the auto off-hook feature and the hook toggle
button feature also demonstrates an undesired interaction between these two features. The
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feature interaction benchmark of Cameronet.al. [2] presents examples for many different
kinds of feature interactions (see Sect. 3).

We found that many undesired telephony feature interactions are also shared-control
mode confusions. Several measures for preventing mode confusions are known in the lit-
erature on human-computer interaction. We now show that these measures can be applied to
this kind of feature interaction.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces to mode confusions. In Section 3,
we investigate the well-known feature interaction benchmark [2] and discuss the mode confu-
sions we found there. Section 4 presents a definition of mode confusion adapted to telephony,
and in Section 5 we show how the notion of mode confusion can help against undesired
feature interactions. Section 6 summarizes our paper and discusses future work.

2 Mode Confusions

2.1 What is a Mode Confusion?

Humans usemental modelswhen they interact with technical systems in general, and with
automated systems in particular. This is generally agreed upon in cognitive science [3]. Un-
fortunately there is an additional, completely different meaning for the notion “mental model”
in the pertinent literature. We refer to the one introduced by Norman [4]: a mental model rep-
resents the user’s knowledge about a technical system, it consists of a naı̈ve theory of the
system’s behaviour.

An explicit description of a mental model can be derived, according to Rushby [3]. It can
be represented, e. g., in form of astate machinewith modes and mode transitions. We can
extract it from training material, from user interviews, or by user observation. Cañaset al. [5]
survey work on this and show in three experiments with 140 participants how exposing users
to different knowledge elicitation tasks allows to figure out their mental models. Rushby
qualifies his statement by conceding that it is difficult and expensive to extract the mental
models of the individual users. Fortunately, this is neither necessary for his nor for our work.
We are interested in representative examples of mental models. Our goal is to design the
system such that as many users as possible will construct an adequate mental model.

A mental model can sometimes change over time, but this does not conflict with our goal
of mode confusion prevention. The user’s knowledge changes when he/she learns or forgets.
When the user’s mental model changes after we have extracted and documented it, we cannot
predict the behaviour of the user correctly anymore. But we are not interested in any particular
user’s behaviour. Again, we are interested in improving the design of the technical system in
order to ease its use in general.

The mental model which is the user’s long-term knowledge is different from the user’s
current working abstraction of this mental model. When performing a task, the user concen-
trates on the part of his/her knowledge which he/she assumes to be relevant [5].

Interestingly, no publication defines the notions of “mode” and “mode confusion” rigor-
ously [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] in a recent survey of ours [17]. We therefore
propose such a rigorous definition of “mode” and “mode confusion” for safety-critical sys-
tems in that work. We sketch it in the following.

Some researchers in the Human Factors (HF) community will disagree with our rigorous
definitions [17] at certain points, but this does not matter for the investigation of mode con-
fusions in telephony feature interactions. Different researchers in the HF community have a
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slightly different intuitive understanding of mode and mode confusion (and we are part of
that). We proposed our rigorous definitions as a base for discussion. They enable to pinpoint
the differences and to resolve them by discussion in the HF community.

We must use ablack-box viewof a running technical system for the definition. This is
because the user of such a system has a strict black-box view of it and because we want to
solve the user’s problems. As a consequence, we can observe (only) the environment of the
technical system. When something relevant happens in the environment, we call this anevent.

The technical system has been constructed according to somerequirementsdocument
REQ. We can describeREQ entirely in terms of observable events, by referring to thehistory
of events until the current point of time. For this description, no reference to an internal
state is necessary. Usually, several histories of events are equivalent with respect to what
should happen in the future. Such equivalences can greatly simplify the description of the
behaviour required, since we might need to state only a few things about the history in order
to characterise the situation.

During any run of the technical system, it is in one specific state at any point of time. The
(possibly infinite) state transition system specified byREQ defines the admissible system
runs.

We call the user’s mental model of the technical systemREQM. Ideally, REQM should
be the same asREQ. During any run of the technical system,REQM is also in one specific
state at any point of time. You may think of the behaviour ofREQM as a “parallel universe”
in the user’s mind. Ideally, it is tightly coupled to reality.

Our approach is based on the motto “the user must not be surprised”. This is an important
design goal for shared-control systems. We must make sure that the reality does not exhibit
any behaviour which cannot occur according to the mental model of it. Additionally, the user
must not be surprised because something expected doesnot happen. When the mental model
prescribes some behaviour as necessary, reality must not refuse to perform it. For example
after dialling a number, a phone must either produce an alert tone or a busy tone, and it must
never ring itself.

The rule of non-surprise means that the relationship between the reality and the user’s
mental model of it must be arelationship of implementation to specification. The reality
should do exactly what the mental model prescribes, no less and no more. In case that the
user does not know what to expect, but knows that he/she does not know, then the reality is
free to take any of the choices. A common example is that the user does not know the exact
point of time at which the technical system will react to an event, within some limits.

We can describe such an implementation/specification relationship formally by a refine-
ment relation. Many formalisms have been proposed for this. We use CSP [18, 19]. It is
one suitable formalism with suitable tool support. In CSP,failure refinementis precisely the
relation described above.

In CSP, one describes the externally visible behaviour of a system by a so-called process.
Processes are defined over events. CSP offers a set of operators. One can use them to specify
processes. CSP also provides a number of refinement operators. There is a precise formal
semantics for all of this [18].

The user does not always notice when the behaviour of his/her mental modelREQM is
not the same as that of the realityREQ. This is because the user’s mind does not take part in
anyevent in the environment. The user perceives the reality through his/her senses only.

The user’s sensesSENSE translate from the set of events in the environment to a set of
events in the user’s mind.SENSE is not perfect. Therefore we must distinguish these two
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sets. For example, the user might not hear a signal tone in the phone due to loud surrounding
noise. Or the user might not listen to all of a lengthy announcement text, or he/she might not
understand the language of the announcement. At the very least, there is always a larger-than-
zero delay between any environment event and the respective mental event. In all these cases,
what happens in reality, as described byREQ, is different from what happens according to
the user’s perception of it, as described bySENSE(REQ).1

The user is surprised only if theperceivedreality does not behave the same as his/her
expectations. This is why the user does not always notice a difference between the actual
realityREQ and the “parallel universe”REQM in his/her mind.

We cannot compare the perceived realitySENSE(REQ) to the mental model of the reality
REQM directly. They are defined over different sets of events (mental/environment). We need
a translation.

The user has a mental model of his/her own sensesSENSEM. SENSEM translates the
behaviour of the mental model of the technical systemREQM into events in the user’s mind.
It does this in the same fashion asSENSE does it forREQ.

The user’s knowledge about the restrictions and imprecisions of his/her own senses is also
part ofSENSEM. Ideally, the user should know about them precisely, such thatSENSEM and
SENSE are the same. The user is not surprised if the processSENSE(REQ) is a failure
refinement of the processSENSEM(REQM).2

Our definition of mode confusion [17] concentrates on the safety-relevant aspects of the
technical system. This is because traditionally the safety-critical systems community has per-
ceived mode confusions as a problem.

When the user concentrates on safety, he/she performs an on-the-fly simplification of
his/her mental modelREQM towards the safety-relevant partREQM

SAFE. This helps him/her
to analyse the current problem with the limited mental capacity. Psychological studies show
that users always adapt their current mental model of the technical system according to the
specific task they carry out [5]. The “initialisation” of this adaptation process is the static
part of their mental model, the so-called “conceptual model” [20]. This model represents the
user’s knowledge about the system and is stored in the long term memory.

Analogously to the abstraction performed by the user, we perform a simplification of the
requirements documentREQ to the safety-relevant part of itREQSAFE. REQSAFE can be
either an explicit, separate chapter ofREQ, or we can express it implicitly by specifying an
abstraction function, i. e., by describing which aspects ofREQ are safety-relevant. We ab-
stractREQ out of three reasons:REQM

SAFE is defined over a set of abstracted events, and it
can be compared to another description only if it is defined over the same abstracted set; we
would like to establish the correctness of the safety-relevant part without having to investi-
gate the correctness of the entire mental modelREQM; and our model-checking tool support
demands that the descriptions are restricted to certain complexity limits.

We express the abstraction functions mathematically in CSP by functions over processes.
Mostly, such an abstraction function maps an entire set of events onto a single abstracted
event. Other transformations are hiding (or concealment [19]) and renaming. But the formal-
ism also allows for arbitrary transformations of behaviours; a simple example being a certain

1One must also distinguish between what happens in reality and what happens according to the software’s
perception of it, due to imperfect input/output devices. But these software events are not relevant here since we
must view the technical system as a black-box.

2In [17], we used the nameMMOD for SENSEM(REQM). We did not defineSENSEM andREQM sepa-
rately. We now make a distinction between these two different kinds of mental model for clarity.
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Figure 1: Relationships between the different refinement relations.

event sequence pattern mapped onto a new abstract event. We use the abstraction functions
AR for REQ andAM for REQM, respectively.

The relationSENSE must be abstracted in an analogous way toSENSESAFE. They are
relations from processes over environment events to processes over mental events. It should
have become clear by now thatSENSESAFE needs to be rather true, i. e., a bijection which
does no more than some renaming of events. IfSENSESAFE is “lossy”, we are already bound
to experience mode confusion problems.SENSEM

SAFE accordingly is the user’s mental model
of SENSESAFE.

Figure 1 shows the relationships among the different descriptions. In order not to surprise
the user with respect to safety, there must be a failure refinement relation on the abstract level
betweenSENSESAFE(REQSAFE) andSENSEM

SAFE(REQM
SAFE).

We defined the notion of mode confusion rigorously [17]. The central definition is:

Definition 1 (Mode confusion). A mode confusionbetween
SENSESAFE(REQSAFE) andSENSEM

SAFE(REQM
SAFE) occurs if and only if

SENSESAFE(REQSAFE) is not a failure refinement ofSENSEM
SAFE(REQM

SAFE), i.e., iff
SENSEM

SAFE(REQM
SAFE) 6vF SENSESAFE(REQSAFE) .

We also defined the notion of mode rigorously [17]. A mode is a just state, but we reserve
the word for the “states” of abstracted descriptions, i. e., ofSENSESAFE(REQSAFE) and of
SENSEM

SAFE(REQM
SAFE). A state (or mode) is a potential future behaviour. We can distinguish

two states (or two modes) of a system only if the system may behave differently in the future.
This is because of the black-box view. For two different modes, there must be a safety-relevant
difference. We omit the further details here.

Every timeREQM
SAFE changes, one must decide anew whether a mode confusion occurs.

Our definition of mode confusion is based on the (rather strong) assumption thatREQM
SAFE is

stable over time. The user generatesREQM
SAFE on-the-fly fromREQM and must re-generate

it later when he/she needs it again. This re-generation might lead to a different result. In
particular, the re-generation requires the user’s recollection of the current mode. A user’s
lapse [21] here can result in a mode confusion. This happens when the user selects a mode as
initial mode which does not match the reality’s current mode.

2.2 What Can We Do Against Mode Confusion Problems?

Rushby proposes a procedure to develop automated systems which pays attention to the mode
confusion problem [3]. The main part of his method is the integration and iteration of a
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model-checking based consistency check and the mental model reduction process introduced
by [22, 6].

Vakil and Hansman, Jr. [23] recommend three approaches to reduce mode confusion po-
tential in modern aircraft: pilot training, enhanced feedback via an improved interface, and,
most substantial, a new design process (ODP, for operator directed design process) for future
aircraft developments. ODP aims at reducing the complexity of the pilot’s task, which may
involve a reduction of functionality.

Our definitions allow us to classify mode confusion problems, to derive recommendations
from the classification for avoiding some of the problems, and we can also use the definitions
as a foundation for detecting mode confusions [17].

Weclassifymode confusion problems into four classes:

1. Mode confusion problems which arise from anincorrect observationof the technical
system or its environment. This may havephysicalor psychologicalreasons.

2. Mode confusion problems which arise fromincorrect knowledgeof the human. The in-
correct knowledge may be either about thetechnical systemor its environment, or about
the human’s ownsenses.

3. Mode confusion problems which arise from theincorrect abstractionof the user’s knowl-
edge to the safety-relevant aspects of it.

4. Mode confusion problems which arise from anincorrect processingof the abstracted
mental model by the user. This can be a memory lapse or a “rule-based” mistake [21],
i. e., a mode transition that is not part of the model.3

The above causes of mode confusion problems lead directly to somerecommendations
for avoidingthem. In order to avoid an incorrect observation of the technical system and its
environment, we must check that the user can physically observe all safety-relevant environ-
ment events, and we must check that the user’s senses are sufficiently precise to ensure an
accurate translation of these environment events to mental events. If this is not the case, then
we must change the system requirements. We must add an environment event controlled by
the machine and observed by the user which indicates the corresponding software input event.
In order to avoid an incorrect observation because of a psychological reason, we must check
that observed safety-relevant environment events become conscious reliably.

Establishing a correct knowledge of the user about the technical system and its environ-
ment can be achieved by documenting the requirements of them rigorously. This enables us
to produce user training material, such as a manual, which is complete with respect to func-
tionality. This training material must not only be complete but also learnable. Complexity
is an important learning obstacle. Therefore, the requirements of the technical system should
allow as little non-deterministic internal choices as possible, since tracking all alternative out-
comes is complex. This generalises and justifies the recommendation by others to eliminate
“implicit mode changes” [13, 11]. We can eliminate a non-deterministic internal choice by
the same measure as used against an incorrect physical observation: we add an environment
event controlled by the machine which indicates the software’s choice.

3In [17], we viewed this cause as part of the “incorrect knowledge” cause. We now prefer to distinguish the
different kinds of human error identified by Reason [21].
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Improving the user’s knowledge about his/her own senses has little potential for avoiding
mode confusion problems. If the user knows that some things may happen, but he/she cannot
perceive them, then they are non-deterministic choices to the user’s mind. Again, the user will
have difficulties with the complexity of tracking alternative outcomes. We can improve the
technical system’s design if we not only avoid incorrect observations but also such incomplete
observations. The concrete measures are similar to those against incorrect observations.

Ensuring a correct mental abstraction process is mainly a psychological question and
mostly beyond our scope. Our work leads to the basic recommendation to either write an
explicit, rigorous safety-relevance requirements document or to indicate the safety-relevant
aspects clearly in the general requirements document. The latter is equivalent to making ex-
plicit the safety-relevance abstraction function for the machineAR. Either measure facilitates
to produce training material which helps the user to concentrate on safety-relevant aspects.

Incorrect processing of the abstracted model by the user is ahuman error. Reason [21]
distinguishes three basic types of human error: skill-based slips and lapses, rule-based mis-
takes, and knowledge-based mistakes. Slips appear as incorrect observation for psychological
reasons in our classification, and knowledge-based mistakes appear as incorrect knowledge.
Lapses and rule-based mistakes cause incorrect processing. The design of a system that avoids
them is again a psychological question and mostly beyond our scope. Reason [21] surveys
advices for reducing the human error risk.

Our definitions form afoundation for detectingmode confusions by model-checking. We
model-checked successfully an autonomous wheelchair for mode confusion problems [24].

3 Mode Confusion Problems in the Feature Interaction Benchmark

We found that a considerable number of undesired telephony feature interactions in the fea-
ture interaction benchmark of Cameronet.al. [2] are also shared-control mode confusions.
The benchmark was written by practitioners from the telecom industry. It provides represen-
tative examples of a broad range of undesired feature interactions.

The remainder of this section contains a description and a discussion of those feature
interaction examples that are also mode confusion problems. All descriptions of feature in-
teractions are quoted from Cameronet.al.[2] (except one variant in Section 3.3 and one extra
example of ours in Section 3.11). For completeness, we also briefly sketch the wide range of
causes from the other feature interaction examples.

We use an informal notion of mode confusion in our discussion here that does not abstract
the system to its safety-relevant aspects. This would not make sense for telephony. We discuss
this aspect in Section 4 below.

Table 1 on the next page summarizes the mode confusions we found in the feature interac-
tion benchmark. There are 12 mode confusion problems in 8 of the 22 examples of the feature
interaction benchmark. This shows that mode confusions are definitely a relevant cause for
feature interaction problems. (Obviously, there are other causes, too. We discuss them briefly
in the end of this section.)

3.1 Example 2 – Call Waiting and Three-Way Calling (CW & TWC)

Description [2]. “The signalling capability of customer premises equipment (CPE) is lim-
ited. As a result, the same signal can mean different things depending on which feature is
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Table 1: a summary of the mode confusions found in the feature interaction benchmark of Cameronet.al..

benchmark
example no.

benchmark
example ID

number of
mode

confusions

1 CW&AC –

2 CW&TWC 2

3 911&TWC 1

4 TCS&ARC –

5 OCS&ANC –

6 Operator&OCS –

7 CCC&VM 2

8 MBS-ED&CENTREX –

9 CF&OCS –

10 CW&PCS 1

11 OCS&MDNL-DR –

benchmark
example no.

benchmark
example ID

number of
mode

confusions

12 OCS&CF/2 –

13 CW&ACB –

14 CW&CW 2

15 CW&TWC/2 1

16 CND&UN –

17 CF&CF –

18 ACB&ARC –

19 LDC&MRC 1

20 Hotel 2

21 Billing –

22 AIN&POTS –

anticipated. For example, a flash-hook signal (generated by hanging up briefly or depressing
a ‘tap’ button) issued by a busy party could mean to start adding a third party to an established
call (Three-Way Calling) or to accept a connection attempt from a new caller while putting
the current conversation on hold (Call Waiting). Suppose that during a phone conversation
betweenA andB, an incoming call fromC has arrived at the switching element forA’s line
and triggered the Call Waiting feature thatA subscribes to. However, before being alerted by
the call-waiting tone,A has flashed the hook, intending to initiate a three-way call. Should the
flash-hook be considered the response for Call-Waiting, or an initiation signal for Three-Way
Calling?”

Discussion. This feature interaction can be resolved by a precedence rule. An activated
Call-Waiting feature should have a higher precedence than the Three-Way Calling feature,
with respect to the interpretation of the flash-hook. This allows both features to work most of
the time without introducing a new user signal.

The mode confusion problem in the above particular situation remains, though. The mode
of the switching element has changed, but the user issuing the flash-hook signal has not yet
noticed it. He/she therefore will be surprised by an unexpected reaction of the system.

The cause of the mode confusion is a race condition between the notification tone for the
mode change and the user signal. (A mode change not apparent to the user is called animplicit
mode changein the literature on human-computer interaction [13, 11].) WhenA plans how to
perform the three-way call,A will use his/her knowledge about the behaviour of the system,
but he/she will concentrate on the “relevant” part for efficiency. This will probably makeA
exclude the Call Waiting feature, even whenA usually is aware of it. The result is the mode
confusion in whichA expects a dial tone but is connected to the new party instead.

A careful userA can avoid the mode confusion, but still remains in an uncomfortable
situation.A must expect a non-deterministic reaction of the system to the flash-hook signal.
A can find out the actual current mode only by waiting a short amount of time whether a dial
tone becomes audible. Only after this re-synchronization,A can either proceed with his/her
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plan, or adjust it to the new situation of an incoming call.

3.2 Example 2b – Plain Old Telephone Service and Plain Old Telephone Service
(POTS & POTS)

There is another mode confusion problem in the same example of the benchmark. Cameron
et.al.do not consider it as a feature interaction for the technical reason that noincremental
features to the Plain Old Telephone Service (POTS) are involved.

Description, continued [2]. “A similar situation occurs when lifting a handset is interpreted
as accepting the incoming call, even though the user’s intention is to initiate a call – remember
the cases when one picks up the phone in the absence of ringing and somebody is already at
the other end of the line. The call processing is behaving just as it was designed to, but some
users may be momentarily puzzled.”

Discussion. This mode confusion is very similar to the previous one. The cause for the
mode confusion is the same.

3.3 Example 3 – 911 and Three-Way Calling (911 & TWC)

The following example has been presented by several other authors in a more dangerous and
also more concise variant. We also include this variant, using our own words.

Description [2]. “A Three-Way Calling subscriber must put the second party on hold be-
fore bringing a third party into the conversation. However, the 911 feature4 prevents anyone
from putting a 911 operator on hold. Suppose thatA wishes to aid a distressed friendB by
connectingB to a 911 operator using the Three-Way Calling service. IfA calls B first and
then calls 911,A can establish the three-way call, sinceA still has control of puttingB on
hold before calling 911. However, ifA calls 911 first, thenA cannot put the 911 operator on
hold to callB; thereforeA cannot make the three-way call. [. . . ]”

Description of a more dangerous variant (911 and Consultation Call). “A calls B; B
suddenly gets distressed, andA does a successful Consultation Call to the 911 operator. Then
A wants to switch back toB for further information, butA can’t do this becauseA first must
put the 911 operator on hold, which is prevented by the 911 feature.”

Discussion. The second scenario in the upper description whereA cannot make the desired
Three-Way Call is a mode confusion.A would succeed in a normal call, but does not in
a 911 call. It is likely thatA is not aware of the mode change concerning call control in
an emergency situation. Again, whenA plans the three-way call,A will concentrate on the
“relevant” part of the behaviour of the features for efficiency.A does not intend to play tricks
on the 911 operator and therefore excludes call control aspects from his abstracted mental
model of the system.

4In North America, dialling 911 connects to an emergency service.
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Discussion of the variant. The system and the abstracted mental model of it ofA are
clearly in different modes here. The cause is the same as for the mode confusion above. A
correct plan forA would have been to initiate a Three-Way Calling call instead of a Consul-
tation Call.

3.4 Example 7 – Credit-Card Calling and Voice-Mail service (CCC & VM)

Description [2]. “Instead of hanging up and then dialling the long distance access code
again, many credit-card calling services instruct callers to press [#] for placing another credit-
card call. On the other hand, to access voice mail messages from phones other than his/her
own, a subscriber of some Voice-Mail service such asAspencan (1) dial the Aspen service
number, (2) listen to the introductory prompt (instruction), (3) press [#] followed by the mail-
box number and passcode to indicate that the caller is the subscriber, and then (4) proceed to
check messages. However, when a customer places a credit-card call to Aspen, the customer
does not know exactly when the Credit-Card Calling feature starts passing signals to Aspen
instead of interpreting them itself. Suppose thatA has frequently called Aspen and knows
how to interact with Aspen. WhenA places a credit-card call to Aspen,A may hit [#] imme-
diately without waiting for the Aspen’s introductory prompt. However, the [#] signal could
be intercepted by the credit-card call feature; hence it is interpreted as an attempt to make a
second call.”

Discussion. The abstracted mental model of the system already has switched to the voice
mail mode, while the system still is in credit-card mode. The user wanted to plan a shortcut
in the voice mail service. In order to do this, he constructed an abstraction of the relevant
parts of the telephone system. But in the abstraction step he made the mistake of dropping
the entire Credit-Card Calling feature, even though it was still latently active.

Even with a correct abstraction, a potential for mode confusion remains. The user cannot
observe when the system switches from credit-card mode to voice-mail mode. This happens
somewhere between dialling the last digit of the Aspen access number and the end of Aspen’s
introductory prompt. We have an implicit mode change, again. The user can re-synchronize
only by waiting, as above.

3.5 Example 10 – Call Waiting and Personal Communication Services (CW & PCS)

Description [2]. “Call Waiting is a feature assigned to adirectory number. However, Call
Waiting uses the status of theline with which the number is associated to determine whether
the feature should be activated: at present in a public switched telephone network, if a non-
ISDN line is in use, then it is busy; a second call to the same line will trigger the switching
element to send out a call-waiting tone. PCS5 customers may not all be subscribers of Call
Waiting. Suppose thatX andY are both PCS customers currently registered with the same
CPE6; X has Call Waiting butY does not. We further assume thatY is on the phone when
somebody callsX. SinceX has Call Waiting and the line is busy, the new call triggers the
Call Waiting feature ofX. But is it legitimate to send the call-waiting alert through the line to
interruptY’s call? If not, thenX’s Call Waiting feature is ignored.”

5personal communication services
6customer premises equipment
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Discussion. If Y is alerted, this will cause a mode confusion forY due to incorrect knowl-
edge about the system.Y has no Call Waiting and does not know about the additional alerting
mode the system can get into. WhenY is alerted,Y probably does not know how to leave the
mode that causes this annoying signal.

Personal Communication Services (PCS) will show mode confusions when combined
with several other features, too. When a user shares a line with other users through PCS,
his/her mental model of the system must also comprise a significant part of the features of the
other users. Since this often will not be the case, the system can easily get into modes he/she
does not know of, similar as in the above example.

3.6 Example 14 – Call Waiting and Call Waiting (CW & CW)

We have two mode confusion problems here.

Description, first part [2]. “Call Waiting allows a subscriber to put the other party on hold.
However, it does not protect the subscriber from being put on hold. Confusion can arise when
two parties exercise this type of control concurrently. Suppose that bothA andB have Call
Waiting, andA has putB on hold to talk toC. While on hold,B decides to flash the hook to
answer an incoming call fromD, which putsA on hold as well. IfA then flashes the hook
expecting to get back to the conversation withB, A will be on hold instead, unless eitherB
also flashes the hook to return to a conversation withA or D hangs up automatically returning
B to a conversation withA.”

Discussion. A’s mental model of the system does not include the possibility of being put
on hold while exercising the Call Waiting feature. This incorrect knowledge about the system
causes the mode confusion.

Description, second part [2]. “An ambiguous situation arises, whenB hangs up on the
conversation withD while A is still talking toC; there are two separate contexts in which to
interpretB’s action. Assume that CW1 refers to the Call Waiting call amongC-A-B and CW2
refers to the one amongA-B-D. According to the specification of Call Waiting, in the context
of CW2 B will be rung back (becauseA is still on hold) and, upon answering, become the
held party in the CW1 context and hear nothing. But in the context of CW1 the terminationB
will be interpreted as simply a disconnection, thusA andC are placed in a normal two-way
conversation, andB is idled. The question is: ShouldB be rung back or shouldB be idled?”

Discussion. B’s incorrect knowledge about the implemented system can cause a mode con-
fusion. The incomplete requirements specification for this combinations of features must be
disambiguated by the implementers, in one way or the other. The choice is not obvious. User
B must also disambiguate the situation, but may well take the opposite choice, even without
noticing that there are others. In case thatB expects to be idled after hanging up, but actually
is rung back, this results in a mode confusion forB. B interprets the ringing as a new incom-
ing call but then hears nothing when answering. In case thatB is idled but expects to be rung
back, this results in a period of mode confusion whileB waits to be called back in vain.
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3.7 Example 15 – Call Waiting and Three-Way Calling (revisited) (CW & TWC / 2)

Description [2]. “Consider how Call Waiting and Three-Way Calling might interact in the
situations where a user can exercise both features simultaneously on the same line. The call
control relationship can now become quite complicated. Suppose thatA has both Call Waiting
and Three-Way Calling, andA is talking toB. Now C callsA, soA uses Call Waiting to put
B on hold and talks toC. A may decide to haveB join his conversation withC, so he puts
C on hold, makes a second call toB, and afterB answers the call with Call Waiting,A
bringsC back into the conversation to establish a three-way call. There are three contexts in
this establishment: a Call Waiting call and a Three-Way Calling call, both established byA
amongB-A-C, and a Call Waiting call established byB asA-B-A . Now, if B hangs up, then
according to the contexts established byA, the session becomes a two-way call betweenA
andC; according to the contexts established byB though,B should get a ring-back because
B still hasA on hold.”

Discussion. B’s incorrect knowledge about the implemented system can cause a mode con-
fusion exactly as in the previous example.

3.8 Example 19 – Long distance calls and Message Rate Charge services (LDC & MRC)

Description [2]. “Each long distance call consists of at least three segments – two local
accesses at each end and one provided by an interexchange carrier in between. Should a
customer be charged for the segments that have been successfully completed even if the call
did not reach its final destination? Would it be counted as one unit toward the total local units
allowed per month for a Message Rate Charge service?”

Discussion. First of all, this is a problem of ambiguous requirements, but there can also be a
mode confusion because of incorrect knowledge about the behaviour of the system. Because
of the difficult billing questions, the user can easily have false expectations on the behaviour.
A call segment may be in a charged connection mode earlier than expected. The user will
notice this confusion only much later, when he receives the bill. For example, he might be
charged for long distance call attempts that he knows were never completed. An overrun of
the allowed Message Rate Charge units could in principle also be a surprise, but it is much
less likely that the user really counts all his local calls.

3.9 Example 20 – Calling from hotel rooms (Hotel)

Description [2]. “Many hotels contract with independent vendors to collect access charges
for calls originated from phones in their premises. Without being able to access to the status
of call connections, some billing applications developed by these vendors use a fixed amount
of time to determine if a call is complete or not – thus one can be billed for incomplete calls
that rang a long time, or not billed for very short duration calls (even long distance).”

Discussion. This is another mode confusion with a particularly long delay. The user will
detect it several days later when paying the hotel bill. The cause is incorrect knowledge about
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the behaviour of the system. The user is usually not informed about the unusual way to de-
termine the start of billing by a timer and incorrectly assumes that completing a connection
starts billing. In case that the user knows the behaviour of the system correctly, a mode con-
fusion due to the implicit state change can still occur, that is, due to incorrect observation.
This happens when the system and the user perceive a call duration just below / just above
the threshold due to imprecise time measurement.

3.10 Benchmark Feature Interactions Which are No Mode Confusions

The remaining examples present undesired feature interactions with a wide range of causes.
Often, there are ambiguous, incomplete, or conflicting requirements. In some examples, the
restrictions of the current implementation cause a problem, or the implementation is just
deficient. In all of these examples, there are either no surprising modes, or the user is not
actively involved.

3.11 A Non-Benchmark Example – Key Lock and Volume Adjust (Lock & Vol)

This example is not from the benchmark, but its causes are particularly interesting with re-
spect to our classification. Our colleague Axel Lankenau experienced this problem, we report
it here.

Description (by ourselves). “Our colleague’s mobile phone has the feature to lock its keys.
This prevents unintended commands while carrying it in the pocket. The lock mode is indi-
cated permanently by a small key symbol on the display. The lock can be released only by
pressing the pound key for a long time. If any key is pressed, the lock mode is shown clearly
on the display (“press ‘#’ to unlock”), such that the user knows that he must unlock the phone
before any further usage. There is one exception to the lock: when the phone rings, the user
can press the hook button to accept the call. The phone remains locked otherwise. The phone
also has two buttons at the side of its case which allow to adjust the volume of the speaker.
It happened that our colleague carried his phone in the pocket in locked mode, and the phone
rang. He took out the phone, pressed the hook button to accept the call, and held the phone to
his ear. He then noticed that the volume level was not right and tried to adjust it. This did not
work, and it surprised and annoyed him.”

Discussion. This problem has three causes: incorrect processing by the user, incorrect ob-
servation for psychological reasons, and incorrect observation for physical reasons. First,
there was a slip of memory when our colleague did not remember that his phone was in
locked mode after some time of non-use. This was incorrect processing. Second, he commit-
ted a lapse as he did not look at the display while accepting the call. He can do it without
looking and therefore missed to check the mode. This was an incorrect observation for psy-
chological reasons. Afterwards, he could not see the display of the phone while it was close
to his ear. This was an incorrect observation for physical reasons.

A solution to the problem could be: when the user presses any key in the locked mid-call
mode, the phone not only shows a textual warning message, but also generates an unambigu-
ous warning beep tone. Another solution could be to redesign (and weaken) the lock feature
such that it releases the lock entirely when the user accepts a call.
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Table 2: the causes of the mode confusions in the benchmark and of our one extra example.
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4 Does the Safety-Critical System’s Notion of Mode Confusion Work in Telephony?

4.1 Is the Classification of Causes Useful For Telephony?

Our classification of causes for mode confusions in safety-critical systems shows a distribu-
tion of causes in telephony which is still reasonable. Table 2 classifies all mode confusions
in the feature interaction benchmark of Cameronet.al. [2] and also our one extra example
according to their causes. The dominant cause is incorrect knowledge of the user about the
system (7 cases). Also important is an incorrect abstraction of the user’s knowledge to the
relevant parts of it (4 cases). Rare is an incorrect observation by the user (1 case). One cause
does not appear in the benchmark, but in our extra example: incorrect processing by the user
(1 case). This extra example also shows more incorrect observations by the user (2 cases).
One cause does not appear at all: incorrect knowledge of the user about his/her own senses.

Two of the four classes appear to be less important for telephony: incorrect observation
by the user and incorrect processing by the user. One can suspect that this is only because
the authors of the benchmark concentrated on “technical” problems and were not interested
in human factors problems. But we would need more empirical data to support this.

If incorrect observations should not be relevant, this is not a problem for our approach.
The observation relationSENSE just becomes a one-to-one mapping. It must remain nev-
ertheless in the rigorous definition of mode confusion. It ensures “type correctness” for the
events.

If incorrect processing by the user should occur only rarely, this is even an advantage
for our approach. The user then sticks more closely to the mental model on which our mode
confusion analysis is based.

4.2 What Does Not Fit?

Our definition of mode confusion for safety-critical systems does not fit nicely for telephone
switching systems with one respect: the user does not abstract to safety-relevant aspects of
the system, but to the set of telephony features which are relevant currently.

4.3 How Can We Adapt the Definition to Telephone Switching Systems?

We must use a different kind of abstraction. The telephone user does not abstract to the
safety-relevant behaviourREQM

SAFE. Instead, the user abstracts his/her knowledge about the
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behaviour of the telephone switching systemREQM to the behaviourREQM
R of those features

which are “relevant”.
The relevant features are those that are currently active or can become active. They must

be active for the user considered and in the scope of time considered. A feature is active if
it can contribute to the visible behaviour of the system. A feature can be activated either by
the user considered or by another user in the telephone network. The relevant scope of time
ends when all features involved become inactive. Often this is the end of the current call.
Sometimes, the scope of time is not limited at all, if the effects of a feature’s behaviour are
permanent. An example is the billing of calls from hotel rooms. The money spent will never
return.

We can abstract the actual behaviour of the entire telephone switching systemREQ to
the behaviour of the relevant featuresREQR in the same way as the user abstractsREQM to
REQM

R . The same holds forSENSE/SENSER andSENSEM/SENSEM
R . We need all these for

the adapted definition of mode confusion. The same criterion for the relevance of a feature
applies. The adapted definition is:

Definition 2 (Mode confusion in telephony).A mode confusion in telephonybetween
SENSER(REQR) andSENSEM

R (REQM
R ) occurs if and only if

SENSER(REQR) is not a failure refinement ofSENSEM
R (REQM

R ), i.e., iff
SENSEM

R (REQM
R ) 6vF SENSER(REQR) .

5 How Can the Notion of Mode Confusion Help Against Feature Interactions?

Attention to mode confusions helps to design features and sets of features with less undesired
surprises.

The design should help the user to abstract his/her mental model.The correct abstrac-
tion to the relevant features is difficult for a user. Table 2 shows this. In particular, it is difficult
to determine which features are active currently.

Enhanced feedback helps. The system must notify the user when a feature becomes active
or inactive. For example remember the interaction between credit-card calling and voice mail
in benchmark example 7. The announcement of the voice mail service must make clear the
point of time from which on voice mail commands may be entered. The credit card feature
must announce from which point of time on its command processing is suspended. Unfor-
tunately, we cannot improve the feedback by a richer hardware interface, for example with
many indicator lights. The hardware costs prevent us from installing better customer premises
equipment everywhere. Improved switch-side feedback is possible, though. An example are
announcements.

The designer of a new feature must always check if it is obvious to the user whether the
feature is active or not. The designer must also check whether the user perceives the feature
as a single entity. If necessary, the design must be changed.

Correct abstraction is easier if the active features are simple and if only a few are active.

The design should limit the complexity of the abstracted mental model. Two factors in
particular increase this complexity: a long duration of feature activation and non-determinism.

The longer a feature is active, the higher is the chance that its period of activity overlaps
the period of activity of other features. This increases the number of features that the user
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must include into his/her abstracted mental model. A feature should terminate its activity
after the end of a call, if possible. The purpose of some features does not allow this. In this
case the user should get appropriate feedback on the set of active features, at least.

It is difficult for a user to interpret an observed sequence of events correctly on a non-
deterministic model. This requires to follow simultaneously several alternative paths in the
model. It can exhaust a user’s mental memory capacity soon. The system therefore must give
the user an immediate feedback signal about any internal choice that changes its behaviour.

A distributed system such as the telephone network inherently exhibits a lot of non-
determinism to the individual user. The user cannot perceive what other users do. The user’s
sensesSENSE mask out all telephone usage events in the world except of the local events.
Again, feedback for relevant events is necessary. For example, remember the interaction of
the call waiting feature and the three-way calling feature in the benchmark example 2. It
persists even after a precedence rule has been added. We can avoid the problematic race con-
dition if the newly activated call waiting feature proceeds in two steps: first, it informs the
user about its activation. Second, only after it has completed this, it accepts hook flashes. For
this, the feature could either use two signals with, e. g., a delay of one second, or it could just
make the system ignore hook flashes for one second, starting with the signal tone, until the
user must have noticed the mode change.

The design should help the user to know the system correctly.A prospective user must
be able to learn the behaviour of a feature easily. Either it must be intuitive to use, or the
user must be trained suitably. Our telephone provider offers us a few use-cases only as the
description of a newly provisioned feature. These leave many questions about the behaviour
open. Research on better teaching material is required here.

A feature must be redesigned if the user cannot learn its behaviour. An example is the
activation of Call Waiting (CW) and Personal Communication Services (PCS) on the line of
another PCS user not subscribed to CW (example 10 in the benchmark). CW-PCS must not
“hi-jack” the line without telling its current user what is going on.

An improved development process. The operator directed design process ODP for avion-
ics by Vakil and Hansman, Jr. [23] produces the user training material even before the soft-
ware specification. If the system appears to be difficult to handle for its users, it is redesigned
immediately. The same process can be applied to telephone switching.

Rushby [3] proposes an iterated development process for shared-control systems which
model-checks an abstracted system against an abstracted mental model. The mental model is
derived from the user training material such that it matches the mental model of an average
user. The goal is to detect potential for mode confusions early. Our rigorous definition of
mode confusion is a suitable foundation for such a tool supported development process, both
for shared-control systems and in telephony.

A potential obstacle for this model-checking approach is the complexity of a complete
telephone switching system. The analysis might be infeasible because of the state space ex-
plosion problem. A potential solution is to analyse small sets of features at a time. We need
statistical information for this about which features are used together most often. These com-
binations are most likely to annoy customers if they are prone to mode confusions.
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Online mode confusion detection and resolution. Shared-control systems can be de-
signed with an “intelligent” interface component. This component monitors the behaviour
of both the rest of the system and of the user. If it detects potential for mode confusion in the
current situation, it becomes active and resolves the problem. For example, it may give the
user additional information about the mode in which the system currently is. When there is
no problem ahead, it is silent and does not distract the user. It detects mode confusions online,
at run-time. In each situation, the component model-checks the currently active features only.
We do not need to model-check the entire system. This reduces the complexity of the anal-
ysis. A potential difficulty are the increased computational costs for the switch. A research
project on this kind of intelligent interface started at the University of Bremen in the end of
2002. The application domain of this project is spacial cognition and robotics. But we expect
that we can transfer its results to telephony directly.

6 What Remains to Be Done?

The aim of this paper is to present the new way in which one can view and tackle feature inter-
actions. We demonstrate that many undesired telephony feature interactions are also shared-
control mode confusions. Several measures for preventing mode confusions are known in the
literature on human-computer interaction. We show that these measures can be applied to
this kind of feature interaction. We sketch several more measures for the telephony domain.
The next step should be to apply the existing ideas in the literature to feature interactions
practically, and to work out the ideas sketched in the previous section.

The relation between ease of abstraction and the structure of the features deserves more
research. Are there any additional feature design rules that help the user to abstract to the
currently active set of feature behaviour correctly? Research in shared-control systems is
interested in the minimal safe mental model [22, 25]. This model is the “smallest” abstraction
that is failure equivalent to the safety-relevant part of the behaviour of the technical system
[24]. We should find out how the user can have smaller abstracted mental models of the
telephone switching system without experiencing mode confusions.
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